
 C03,E03 Retain at least one down log (minimum 12' diameter 8'  
 E04,D07 long) per acre after any timber activity. 
   P11,P12,P13 
    
 C03,EOO Retain one loosely packed hand pile and unlopped top per 
 E05,E07 acre and 1 acre block lopped slash per 20 acres of  
 P11,P12 slash. 
   P13,P14  
    
   C03,D01 Protect revegetation areas on wildlife project from  
 D02,D03 livestock damage as needed until perennial groundcover  
 D04 is established. 
 
   C03,D03 Reseed areas disturbed by activities as appropriate,  
 D04,D05 using plant species which provide forage and cover for  
 E07,K05 wildlife. Seed mixtures will be determined by site, and  
 L01,K05 may include legumes, browse, and cool season bunch  
 P12,P13 grasses. 
 P14,P15 
 
   C06,D05 Provide for protection of wildlife values on livestock  
 E03,E05 and wildlife water developments. 
   E07,J13 
 
   C06,D05 Provide escape and entrance ramps on water developments  
 D06 as developed or maintained. 
 
   C06,D05 Remove fences and loose wire as abandoned or replaced. 
   D06    
 
 C06,D05 Cover all sumps and drainage pits by such means as  
 D06,G02 necessary to prevent wildlife access and not to inhibit  
 G04,G06 evaporation. Cover will be maintained until liquid  
  materials have evaporated or have been transported out  
  of the area. Sumps and pits then will be recontoured and 
  revegetated. 
 
   C01,C02  Protect natural openings that are significant to  
 C03,C06 wildlife by: 
              D03,D04       1) prohibiting developments that may conflict with  
 D05,D06    wildlife and 
   E00,E05   2) providing an adequate buffer zone around the areas. 
   E07,G01 
   G07,Ll1,L22 
      
 C01,C03  When additional funding sources come available (such as  
 C02,C04 volunteer groups, cost share, or Sikes Act), the Forest  
 C05,C06 may take advantage of that funding when appropriate.  
  Wildlife improvements available through outside funding  
  will be implemented after site-specific analysis and  
  appropriate NEPA documentation has been completed. Any  
  projects implemented using outside funding sources will  
  be considered additional projects and will not be  
  substituted for projects identified in the Plan. 
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